TRACY GLOCKLE
Curriculum Writer & Editor

CONTACT

tracyglockle@gmail.com
5410 Cardiff St.
Eugene, OR 97402
541-729-0332
growingNgrace.com

ABOUT
With a knack for understanding the vision of others and providing creative solutions,
I've collaborated over the last ten years with clients ranging from leading curriculum
publishers to local churches and charter schools.
Additionally, I've been in the homeschool realm nearly all my life, homeschooled from
2nd grade to graduation and now homeschooling my own children for the last 7
years. I've written and edited homeschool curriculum, reviewed curriculum, and
blogged about homeschool-specific topics. From this experience, I understand a
variety of homeschool styles and needs, allowing me to cater my writing to fit the
intended audience. Finding creative ways to engage out-of-the-box learners, including

EDUCATION

those with ADHD/dyslexia, is what I love most.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE:
WRITING
2003
Pensacola Christian College

RATES & DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
INDEPENDENTLY CONTRACTED WRITER

$40/HR

Pensacola, FL
As a contracted writer, my aim is to produce quality content to your specifications and

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

vision, fleshing out your ideas and putting them into words. The completed product
will be your sole property and will include my name as contributor.

1–6th Grade Curriculum:
Reading & Comprehension
Creative Writing

INDEPENDENTLY CONTRACTED COPY EDITOR

History
Science

"You write to communicate to the hearts and minds of others what's burning inside of you,

Misc. Learning Activity Books

and we edit to let the fire show through the smoke." Arthur Plotnik

Church curriculum
7th Grade–College Curriculum:
History

As a copy editor my focus is providing a final product that is clear, accurate, and
concise. In addition to proofreading, services will include fine-tuning sentence and
paragraph structure as well as perfecting word choice, allowing your intended message

Science
English Grammar & Writing

to be heard in your own unique style and voice.
Rates per Word

Additional Experience:

250 words: .15

Promotional Materials

500 words: .09

Grant Proposals
Student Handbook

1,000 words: .07
2,500 words: .056
5,000 words: .05

SOCIAL
/homeschoolGrace

10,000 words: .04
25,000 words: .02
Manuscripts over 25,000 Words
$30/hr

@tracyglockle
/homeschoolGrace

